The administrative management council (AMC) is the organization through which the administration of NYU participates in university governance.

Compensation

Salaries range for their grade level.

1. Establish an increase of a minimum of four percent (4%) for salary comparison throughout the university.
2. Chart two midpoints of salary comparison to administrators whose annual merit increase falls below one half of the announced AMC.
3. Set aside a supplemental salary pool within the specific intent to enable units to bring outstanding employees with more than five years of service closer to the midpoint of their grade level, with particular emphasis on those employees who are at the lowest end of either the grade range or the salary range for their grade level.

Recommendations for the 2006-07 academic year:

To this end, and on behalf of the deans, provost, and other key concerns to the AMC and its constituents,

The administrative management council (AMC) shares the vision of the university administration in
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Employee fitness and wellness are essential to the continuity of overall well-being and uninterrupted productivity, and may contribute positively to the containment of escalating health care costs. The above steps would be the first initiatives of a multi-layered effort for the Employee Total Wellness Program.

ALL health plans offered by NYU:

1. Include external fitness royalty membership discounts or reimbursement as a covered service in
   the University membership privileges (coles, palladium).
2. Waive or reduce fees for classes at University athletic facilities (coles, palladium).
3. Reduce or eliminate fees for classes at University athletic facilities (coles, palladium).
4. Enroll in wellness initiatives.
5. Have Prescribed Section Professional Development.
6. Have professional development as a high priority for the administration, and disseminate that goal to all school(s)/units. Additionally, each school/unit should communicate the need for full-time faculty participation via the "Department Professional Development."